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A simple solution to lessen the gravita-
tional pull when using tie-on drape with 
your upgraded Pipe & Base 2.0™ system

The Anti-Roll Clip™ is the perfect slotuion 
when using grommetted drapes that require 
Bongo, Cable or Rope ties. Once clipped, the 
prong prevents the crossbar rolling action due 
to gravity, and still allows for the flexible angle 
movement that the Pipe & Base 2.0™ system 
is known for. 

The Anti-Roll Clip™ fits to any crossbar that 
has  been outfitted with the Pipe & Base 2.0™ 
Ball Caps™.

Recommended use is two (2) clips per cross-
bar section. Rated to support a maximum load 
of twenty-seven (27) pounds each, the Anti-
Roll Clip™ will easily support standard velour 
or poly drapery.

Anti-Roll Clip™
Patent No.: US 9,211,027 B2

ANTI-ROLL CLIP ™
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Specifications:
Part Number: 111-200008   

Fits: All crossbars with Pipe & Base 2.0™ Ball Caps™ - Small or Large 

Composition: Thermoplastic polymer 

Weight: .32 oz  

Length: 2.72 in Overall  

Width: 2.75 in  

Collar Inside Diameter: NA    

Lateral Articulation: NA  

Vertical Articulation: NA

Torque Rating:  

Operating Temperature Range: TBD 

Supported Weight Limit: 27 pound maximum Downward Vertical weight limit each clip.   

* Never exceed listed maximum weight limits. If using Versatop Support Systems components with components from other manufacturers, user should consult the manufacturers operating 
instructions for limitations. Limits for uprights or cross bars may be higher OR lower than the limits for the Anti-Roll Clip™. Always adhere to the safe weight limits provided by the pipe hardware 
manufacturer. The Anti-Roll Clip™ is to be used with crossbars outfitted with Small or Large Ball Caps to prevent a rolling action caused by gravity when using tie-on drape. DO NOT use Anti-Roll 
Clips™ to support other accessories. NEVER use an Anti-Roll Clip™ that is damaged or has cracks in the clip area or body. 

Fitting to crossbars:
Match the prongs on the underside of the clip with the grooves in the Ball Caps™; press firmly to secure. Clips snap off when pulled 
from the top.

ANTI-ROLL CLIP ™

NO:  DO NOT place the Anti-Roll Clip™ on the underneath 
of the drape support rod. DO NOT use the Anti-Roll Clip™ 
to support any other attachment or part

YES:  Placing the Anti-Roll Clip™ atop a drape support 
rod is the ONLY approved use of the Anti-Roll Clip™. 


